INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

The *MYC* gene is a promoter of cellular proliferation located at chromosome 8q24. Its oncogenic relevance is appreciated in high-grade B-cell lymphomas (BCLs) where rearrangements occur between *MYC* and immunoglobulin (IG) heavy chain (chromosome 14), kappa light chain (2p11), or lambda light chain (22q11) genes in Burkitt lymphoma.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] *MYC* translocations can also involve non-IG partners in other high-grade BCLs\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]\] including double and triple hit diffuse large BCLs (DLBCLs), and a subset of large BCLs with features intermediate between DLBCL and Burkitt lymphoma.\[[@ref4]\] However, it has been reported that approximately half of the cases of double hit DLBCL harbor IG-MYC translocations, with the remainder being non-IG partner genes.\[[@ref5][@ref6]\] Double and triple hit large BCLs tend to manifest aggressively with poor response to chemotherapy and appear to have an association with the IG-MYC translocation.\[[@ref5][@ref6]\]

*MYC* translocations can be detected in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue specimens using either break-apart or fusion fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) probes. Dual fusion probes are known to be more sensitive than break-apart probes with the chance of obtaining a false-positive result in normal tissue being very close to zero.\[[@ref7]\] A significant advantage of the break-apart signal is its ease of recognition in abnormal cells and the detection of *MYC* translocations with various partners including non-IgH. In concordance with the beneficial aspects of both, a retrospective study of 91 aggressive BCLs recommended the use of both IGH-MYC dual fusion and *MYC* break-apart probes\[[@ref8]\] for optimal detection of *MYC* translocations.

Detection of chromosomal rearrangements by FISH is well-accepted as a robust and reliable technique for the diagnosis of lymphoma associated translocations.\[[@ref9]\] In standard FISH methods, sections are visualized under the microscope and scored by evaluating observed signal patterns. As inferred by its manual mode of operation, this method of scoring cells is both labor intensive and time-consuming, often requiring two individuals, one who visualizes and interprets signal patterns at the microscope and another who tabulates called signals, to expedite the process. Because fluorescent signals on FFPE tissue tend to fade and photobleach with time, the current accepted standard of practice is to capture representative images of selected representative fields using a standard fluorescence microscope with attached camera. This approach, however, does not provide a permanent record of the actual cells being counted or their designated classification.

Another significant disadvantage of traditional microscope-based FISH analysis involves laboratory workflow. In our practice, the standard operating procedure involves specimen receipt with appropriate processing, including preparation of H and E slides and slides for probe application. H and E stained slides are then transported from the histology laboratory to the offices of pathologists where the tissue is morphologically assessed, and tumor is manually annotated by felt-tipped marking pen. The annotated slides are then physically transported back to the FISH laboratory where areas of marked tumor are matched by manually overlaying and etching FISH slides. Technologists tabulate cell signals at the microscope in etched areas and, finally, pathologists physically report to the FISH lab for official sign out of cases.

Automated digital FISH has recently been implemented in a number of diagnostic laboratories.\[[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]\] With advancing technology, multiple options for digital recording and analysis of FISH images are becoming available. In this study, we report our validation approach for the GenASIs capture and analysis system (Applied Spectral Imaging, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for FISH analysis of *MYC* break-apart (LSI-MYC) and fusion (IGH-MYC) probes. We also report our experience with regards to the advantages and limitations of the digital capture and analysis approach and workflow.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

Formalin-fixed Paraffin-embedded Samples {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------------

FFPE samples from 35 patients were analyzed using the LSI-MYC probe in this study. Forty FFPE samples from forty patients were analyzed using the IGH-MYC probe in this study. Samples were selected based on being positive or negative for *MYC* rearrangements by prior manually scored FISH. Samples from 14 of the LSI-MYC samples (56 total punches, 2--9 replicates/sample) were from a tissue microarray that was comprised Burkitt lymphoma samples. The remaining 21 samples were from reference laboratory samples submitted to ARUP for routine hematopathology FISH analysis, and the final diagnosis could not be confirmed. The forty IGH-MYC samples were also samples submitted to ARUP for routine hematopathology FISH analysis. This study was approved by the University of Utah Institutional Review Board \#32162.

Upon receipt of a case, sections were prepared for H and E staining and FISH processing. The H and E slide was scanned using an Aperio^®^ AT2 slide scanner (Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). The scanned H and E image was used for morphologic identification and digital annotation of viable tumor, which was then subjected to FISH analysis. In addition, the H and E image was used for digital alignment to a 4′,6-diamidino-2- phenylindole (DAPI) prescan image of the FISH slide for accurate transfer of the annotations. The H and E image was reviewed and annotated using eSlide Manager (Leica Biosystems). Case information was entered into the GenASIs system for slide identification, barcode printing, H and E image tissue matching, and report generation. The H and E and DAPI prescan images were aligned using digital tissue matching techniques to transfer H and E digital annotations to the DAPI prescan image. Using the annotated DAPI prescan image as a guide, ×60 magnified images of the FISH slide were captured and analyzed. Finally, images were reviewed by a laboratory technologist and a pathologist.

Fluorescence *In situ* Hybridization {#sec2-2}
------------------------------------

Five-micron unstained FFPE sections were used for FISH analysis. The 8q24 *MYC* rearrangement is detected using the Vysis LSI-MYC dual color break-apart rearrangement probe kit (Abbott Laboratories, Des Plaines, IL USA). This kit contains a mixture of LSI-MYC SpectrumOrange probe and LSI-MYC SpectrumGreen probe. The t(8;14)(q24;q32) translocation is detected by the Vysis LSI IGH/MYC/VYSIS chromosome enumeration probe (CEP) 8 tricolor dual fusion probe kit (Abbott Laboratories). This kit contains a mixture of LSI-MYC SpectrumOrange probe, LSI IGH SpectrumGreen probe, and CEP 8 SpectrumAqua probe. On the 1^st^ day, slides were pretreated and hybridized using the VP2000 (SciGene, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) according to manufacturer instructions. The following day, slides were washed using the Little Dipper (Abbott Laboratories). Washed slides were counterstained using Vectashield Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA USA) and coverslipped. Slides were stored at − 20°C if not scored immediately.

Tissue Matching {#sec2-3}
---------------

Before capturing FISH images, adjacent H and E sections were analyzed for regions containing tumor. These areas were circled, and the same regions on the FISH slide were examined for rearranged nuclei. Traditionally, the regions have been circled using a diamond tipped pen, which could lead to variability in the translation of the region to the FISH slide. The GenASIs capture and analysis system has the capability of accurately matching digitally annotated H and E sections with tissue upon scanned FISH slides. Our protocol involved scanning the H and E slide on the Aperio AT scan scope (Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) at ×20 magnification and importing the thumbnail image into the GenASIs system. For matching of the FISH image, the FISH slide was scanned at ×4 magnification using DAPI filter. The two images were then aligned using the GenASIs software \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Screen shot of tissue matching software showing the H and E image (left) and 4′,6-diamidino-2- phenylindole prescan image (right) aligned. The annotation has been traced on the H and E image and has been transferred to the 4′,6-diamidino-2- phenylindole prescan image (pink line)](JPI-7-20-g001){#F1}

Image Capture {#sec2-4}
-------------

Following tissue matching, the FISH slide was ready for capturing images that could be used for analysis. These images were captured at ×60 magnification. The instrument settings as shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} were used with the GenASIs capture and analysis system for each assay. A sufficient number of fields of view were captured so that at least 100 nuclei were visualized and contained interpretable signal. A minimum of four fields of view was captured per sample.

###### 

GenASIs capture and analysis system settings

![](JPI-7-20-g002)

Fluorescence *In situ* Hybridization Segmentation and Classification {#sec2-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The software analysis is divided into two parts, segmentation, and classification. Segmentation is the identification of nuclei, and identified nuclei are circled by the software \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Classification involves the identification of nuclear signal patterns and their tabulation as nonrearranged or rearranged. The software also highlights the signals it identifies. Segmentation and classification are error prone, due to the heterogeneity associated with imaging of tissue sections. The FISH images require manual editing before final analysis, and editing typically involves correcting automated classification errors due to overlapping nuclei or inaccurate nuclear detection. Not all nuclei identified contain signals, and these were also manually excluded from the analysis. Once these nuclei were removed, the remaining nuclei were examined for signal accuracy. The most common error encountered was lack of signal detection. To correct for this error, signals were added or deleted, classifications were changed, and nuclei were manually circled again. Finally, additional nuclei were also manually added to the analysis if there were insufficient nuclei identified by the analysis software. Additional nuclei were chosen if the border could be easily identified (i.e., no overlap).

![An example of segmented nuclei in a section stained with the LSI-MYC fluorescence *in situ* hybridization probe. (a) Field of view showing segmented nuclei. (b) Same field of view with the signals highlighted by the analysis software](JPI-7-20-g003){#F2}

Data Analysis {#sec2-6}
-------------

### Manual fluorescence in situ hybridization {#sec3-1}

Reference range cutoffs for the manual FISH LSI-MYC and IGH-MYC assays were based on results obtained from normal tissues that were negative for the rearrangements which were a mixture of reactive lymph tissue and normal tonsil/lymph tissue.

### Digital LSI-MYC fluorescence in situ hybridization {#sec3-2}

The analysis software can sort the signal patterns observed into different categories. An example of this is shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Analysis of the LSI-MYC signals was divided into two separate analysis methods. The first looked at the total number of signals that could be used to identify a sample as positive or negative. The second analysis method looked specifically at the percentage of the most common signal pattern (1 fused, 1 green, and 1 orange \[1F/1G/1O\]) observed in *MYC* 8q24 rearrangements. BETAINV function was used to calculate the normal reference range cutoffs using a 95% confidence level in which nine false-positive cells for the total number of signal patterns and five false-positive cells for the 1F/1G/1O signal pattern were identified among 100 nuclei \[[Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Signal configurations used for determining whether a nucleus is rearranged or non-rearranged

![](JPI-7-20-g004)

###### 

Results from normal samples used to calculate cutoffs for rearranged LSI-MYC signal counts

![](JPI-7-20-g005)

Therefore, samples with ≥23% total rearranged nuclei were considered positive for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangement. Samples with ≤13% total rearranged nuclei were considered negative for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangement. When samples had values of total rearranged nuclei between 14% and 23%, the 1F/1G/1O percentage was analyzed. If the 1F1G1O percentage was ≥9%, \[[Table 3b](#T4){ref-type="table"}\] the sample was called positive for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangement. If the 1F/1G/1O percentage was ≤9%, the sample was called borderline for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangement.\[[@ref13]\]

###### 

Results from normal samples used to calculate cutoffs for LSI-MYC 1F/1G/1O signal counts, using the BETAINV excel function

![](JPI-7-20-g006)

### Digital IGH-MYC fluorescence in situ hybridization {#sec3-3}

The classic signal pattern expected from tissue with the IGH-MYC rearrangement is 2F/1G/1O 2 aqua (2A). In our laboratory, nuclei containing, at least, 1A signal are counted due to the possibility of truncation due to sectioning. In addition, there is a significant percentage of single fusion (1F/1G/1O) rearrangements observed in normal cells. Therefore, IGH-MYC signals require looking at the number of both 1F and 2F signals used to identify a sample as positive or negative. 1F signals are defined as having a single fusion and, at least, 1G and 1O signal. 2F signals are defined as having, at least, 2F signals and, at least, 1G and 1O signal. Samples with \<24% 1F rearranged nuclei and \<11% 2F rearranged nuclei were negative for an *MYC* (8q14) rearrangement. Samples with \>24% 1F rearranged nuclei or \>11% 2F rearranged nuclei were positive for an *MYC* (8q14) rearrangement. BETAINV function was used to calculate the normal reference range cutoffs, using a 95% confidence level in which six false-positive cells for the 2F signal pattern and 22 false-positive cells for the 1F signal pattern were identified among 100 nuclei \[[Table 4](#T5){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Results from normal samples used to calculate cutoffs for IGH-MYC single fusion and dual fusion (1F and 2F) signal counts using the BETAINV excel function

![](JPI-7-20-g007)

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

The GenASIs capture and analysis system can provide clear images of DAPI stained nuclei and specific hybridized signals \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. There are approximately fifty nuclei in each field of view. Such clarity requires diligence in identifying areas with well-defined nuclei exhibiting adequate signal. The overall analysis process is automatic, but there are segmentation and classification parameters which can be manipulated by the user. The required manual editing of the images usually takes about 4 min per frame (field of view image).

![Digital fluorescence *in situ* hybridization images of LSI-MYC and IGH-MYC stained nuclei. (a) Nonrearranged and (b) rearranged nuclei stained with the LSI-MYC fluorescence *in situ* hybridization probe. (c) Nonrearranged and (d) rearranged nuclei stained with the IGH-MYC fluorescence *in situ* hybridization probe](JPI-7-20-g008){#F3}

Analysis of LSI-MYC by traditional and GenASIs (digital) FISH demonstrated good correlation between the two analysis methods (R^2^ = 0.85) \[[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Each replicate punch in the tissue microarray was analyzed as an individual sample. By traditional FISH analysis, there were twenty nonrearranged, 53 rearranged, and four borderline samples, using a 10% cutoff for negative samples, and a 20% cutoff for positive samples. The BETAINV function was used to calculate normal reference range cutoffs for digital FISH. The GenASIs cutoff was calculated as up to 13% rearranged signals for negative samples and 23% for positive samples. Using the GenASIs cutoffs, 100% (53/53) positive samples, 85% (17/20) negative samples, and 50% (2/4) borderline samples were accurately classified for a 94% rate of correlation between GenASIs and traditional FISH analysis methods.

![Correlation between the traditional method of analyzing fluorescence *in situ* hybridization and GenASIs capture and analysis system for the LSI-MYC fluorescence *in situ* hybridization probe. Positive (filled), negative (open), and borderline (gray) samples are shown. The positive cutoff for the GenASIs capture and analysis system is shown in black, and the negative cutoff is shown in gray](JPI-7-20-g009){#F4}

The most common signal pattern observed for LSI-MYC was 1F/1G/1O \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. The BETAINV function from the twenty negative samples was used to calculate the 1F/1G/1O cutoff, which was found to be 9%. Plotting the GenASIs results against the 1F/1G/1O results demonstrated good separation between positive and negative samples \[[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]. Using 10% as the negative cutoff for the 1F/1G/1O signal count, each borderline sample in the validation was reclassified as negative. Combining the analysis, the cutoffs were as follows: Samples with ≥23% total rearranged nuclei were considered positive for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangements, samples with \<13% total rearranged nuclei were considered negative for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangements, and samples with 13--22% total rearranged nuclei were considered borderline for the *MYC* (8q24) rearrangement if the 1F/1G/1O rearranged nuclei represented \<9% of the nuclei. Cases where 1F/1G/1O rearranged nuclei represented ≥9% of the total counted could be diagnosed as positive at the discretion of the reviewing staff pathologist.

![Distribution of rearranged signal patterns observed in positive (filled) and negative (unfilled) samples for the (a) LSI-MYC and (b) IGH-MYC assays](JPI-7-20-g010){#F5}

![Correlation between the rearranged percentage and specific signal count percentage for the LSI-MYC assay. Positive (filled), negative (open), and borderline (gray) samples are shown. The cutoff for the rearranged percentage is shown in black, and the signal count percentage cutoff is shown in gray](JPI-7-20-g011){#F6}

With regard to the IGH-MYC results, there was a good correlation between the two different analysis methods (R^2^ = 0.95) \[[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\]. By traditional FISH, 20% cutoff was used for 1F or 2F rearranged cells between positive and negative samples. The BETAINV function was used to calculate cutoffs for digital FISH. The GenASIs cutoff was calculated as samples with \<24% 1F rearranged nuclei and \<11% 2F rearranged nuclei were negative for an *MYC* (8q14) rearrangement. Samples with \>24% 1F rearranged nuclei or \>11% 2F rearranged nuclei were positive for *MYC* (8q14) rearrangement. Using the GenASIs cutoffs, 100% (20/20) positive samples and 100% (20/20) negative samples were accurately classified for a 100% rate of correlation between GenASIs and traditional FISH.

![Correlation between the traditional method of analyzing fluorescence *in situ* hybridization and GenASIs capture and analysis system for the IGH-MYC fluorescence *in situ* hybridization probe. Positive (filled) and negative (open) samples are shown. The 1 fused and 2 fused rearranged cutoff for the GenASIs capture and analysis system are shown in gray](JPI-7-20-g012){#F7}

For the IGH-MYC assay, the rearranged signal patterns were more widely distributed \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. The most abundant signal pattern was 1F/1G/1O, with 1F/1G/2O, 1F/2G/1O and 2F/1G/1O having lower but significant levels. Theoretically, the 2F signal patterns should be associated with rearrangements but, in our cases, these signal patterns were not as predominant as the 1F signal patterns. The BETAINV function was used to calculate a cutoff for the 1F and 2F signal patterns. Comparing the GenASIs results to the manual results, there was a good correlation between positive and negative samples when looking at either signal patterns \[[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\]. One-hundred percent (19/19) of samples that were positive by the manual method were positive using the GenASIs cutoff for the single fusion and dual fusion signal patterns. One-hundred percent (20/20) of samples that were negative by the manual method were negative using the GenASIs cutoff for the single fusion and dual fusion patterns.

The validation identified two cases (one LSI-MYC and one IGH-MYC) which were initially diagnosed as negative by gold-standard traditional FISH analysis and subsequently found to be positive by digital FISH analysis. Upon review, areas of positivity and negativity were present within these LSI-MYC and IGH-MYC cases, indicating the importance of adequate tissue matching before segmentation and classification. These cases were not included in calculation of the cutoffs.

DISCUSSION {#sec1-4}
==========

FISH is a well-established method in pathology laboratories,\[[@ref14][@ref15]\] and it is a relatively robust technique, with an added advantage of use on archived FFPE tissue specimens when fresh tissue is not available.\[[@ref8]\] Both break-apart and dual fusion FISH probes have their own unique advantages and disadvantages for use in diagnostic assays.\[[@ref7]\] One study evaluated the differences between break-apart and dual fusion probes and concluded that dual fusion probes have a lower false positivity rate.\[[@ref16]\] If only a break-apart probe is available for a particular gene, the distance between signals with relation to the signal diameter needs to be well characterized for nonrearranged samples to make the assay as accurate as possible.

We demonstrated good correlation between traditional and digital FISH analysis for *MYC* rearrangements using both LSI break-apart and IGH-MYC fusion probes. Our findings document improved diagnostic accuracy with the implementation of digital FISH analysis, highlighted by the samples that were re-classified as positive by digital FISH analysis. Segmented and classified digital images allow for permanent storage of analyzed specimens and easy accessibility for further review and/or educational purposes. The digital platform is also conducive to laboratory workflow as it allows for timely segmentation and classification of nuclei, remote access for review of cases, elimination of manual slide transportation, and accurate identification/assessment of tumor from digital tissue matching.

Our results are in good agreement with previous studies that have also looked at automated analysis of FISH results from FFPE BCL tissue.\[[@ref12][@ref16]\] The automated analysis yielded 100% agreement with conventional FISH in both studies. In contrast, the amount of time it takes to analyze a sample is significantly different. Our average analysis time is approximately 19 min while it was reported that the average analysis time was 9 min using a Metafer 4 scanning system (MetaSystems, Altlussheim, Germany).\[[@ref16]\] The difference is due to the manual editing required when using the GenASIs system, which was not required when using the Metafer 4 scanning system.

The rearranged signal patterns recorded for the LSI-MYC assay were consistent with what is expected (predominantly 1F/1G/1O). However, the dominant rearranged signal pattern identified with IGH-MYC assay was 1F/1G/1O, and often, but less frequently, the 2F/1G/1O signal was present alongside 1F/2G/1O and 1F/1G/2O. At this point, it is assumed that the abundance of 1F/1G/1O is due to loss of one of the fusions during sectioning. The sample with a positive rearrangement percentage but a negative 2F/1F/1O percentage also failed to have an abundance of 1F/1G/1O signals. This case exhibited an even distribution among other rearranged signal patterns. Unlike LSI-MYC, a single signal pattern cannot be used as a discriminator in IGH-MYC cases. The different signal patterns could indicate genetic differences between tumors that have 1F/1G/1O as the most abundant signal. A more extensive study involving more clinical data and samples is required to evaluate clinical significance.

Aside from Burkitt lymphoma, *MYC* rearrangements detection will continue to be of diagnostic and clinical significance in aggressive large BCLs which harbor *MYC* rearrangements alongside rearrangements in the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2 or transcriptional repressor *BCL6*. Lymphomas which harbor an *MYC* rearrangement plus a BCL2 or *BCL6* rearrangement are termed double hit large BCLs (double-hit lymphoma) and those with rearrangements in all three genes are termed triple hit large BCLs triple-hit lymphoma (THL). Each of these is associated with a very poor clinical prognosis in comparison to large BCLs without identifiable translocations involving *MYC* with or without *BCL2* and *BCL6*.\[[@ref17][@ref18]\] For these reasons, sensitive, specific, and accurate detection of all three gene rearrangements is essential for diagnosis, appropriate clinical therapy, and overall patient care.

No single FISH probe can cover all of the possible *MYC* rearrangements, and more complex rearrangements can be missed.\[[@ref19][@ref20][@ref21]\] The detection rate of *MYC* rearrangements has been reported to be approximately 10% in DLBCL.\[[@ref18][@ref22][@ref23][@ref24]\] It has also been reported that the incidence of detection increases to 30% when using immunohistochemistry\[[@ref17]\] indicating that detection of protein overexpression needs to be a part of a panel of testing to make the detection of DHL and THL optimal. There is no current standardized best practice for FISH testing in lymphomas. A recommendation on how to standardize FISH testing in multiple myeloma has been published\[[@ref25]\] and would provide a good framework for lymphoma testing.

Based on the literature, eighty percent of the translocations observed in Burkitt lymphoma is between *MYC* and *IGH*, but other translocation partners have been reported as well.\[[@ref26]\] Other partners of *MYC* include other IG chain loci such as kappa light chain (IGK) and the lambda light chain (IGL). It has been reported that approximately 5--14% of DLBCL have *MYC* rearrangements.\[[@ref27][@ref28]\] The translocation partner of *MYC* appears to be dependent on the type of lymphoma. Therefore, similarly to what is observed in Burkitt lymphoma, *MYC* and IGH can also be rearranged in DLBCL.\[[@ref5][@ref6][@ref26]\] However, in T-acute lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma, there is *MYC* involvement with T-cell receptor alpha/delta and, in plasma cell myeloma, the translocation partner is IGK and IGL.\[[@ref23][@ref29]\] There are also differences in the frequency of expression between lymphoma types. For example, the immunoblastic variant of DLBCL has been reported to have an *MYC* rearrangement in 33% of cases versus 7% in nonimmunoblastic DLBCL variants.\[[@ref30]\]

The primary cost of switching over to a digital FISH system from a manual system is the new hardware including computer, scanning system, and slide loaders. The digital FISH system increases the cost of a stand-alone epifluorescence microscope, by about 10-fold. Depending on whether whole slide images are captured, or just a few fields of view, additional computer servers may be needed for data storage. One may expect that if the digital FISH analysis is completely automated and the results are 100% accurate, it is faster than manual FISH analysis. From our experience, the results are not 100% accurate and a large amount of time needs to be spent manually editing the results. On average, with the current system, it can take approximately 19 min to analyze a sample using the digital FISH analysis compared to 5 min for manual FISH analysis.

There are several future considerations that arise from developing digital FISH imaging. Whole slide imaging of H and E slides is a powerful technique and is a possible application in digital FISH imaging. Similar to imaging an entire H and E slide, it would mean that the entire section could be analyzed, minimizing the possibility that a small area of tumor may be missed. However, FISH slides need to be analyzed under higher magnification (at least ×60) to maintain the resolution between signals, which makes the scanning time longer, and the image files extremely large, making data storage an issue. The Food and Drug Administration concerns over digital pathology will affect future regulation of digital FISH analysis. Validated assays need to be developed to demonstrate that there is no loss of accuracy using a computer versus an epifluorescence microscope, because there are serious consequences for misdiagnosis if the images are not used properly. Image formats, resolution, and compression are important factors in accurate interpretation of digital FISH images. For the most accurate digital FISH data, images that do not lose data during compression (i.e., TIF LZW or PNG) should be used. The drawback is that data storage becomes an issue, since files stay large but is important to maintain image quality and accuracy.

Digital capture and analysis of FISH assays are a positive development for this important laboratory testing modality. The *MYC* FISH assays which we have converted to our GenASIs digital imaging platform have provided numerous logistical and diagnostic advantages as indicated previously. In addition, individual signal patterns can be recorded and stored. These data alongside advances in computational power can potentially lead to correlation between signal pattern and unique tumor phenotypes or overall tumor prognosis. There are still limitations to digital FISH analysis, in particular being able to reliably identify nuclei and hybridized signal. However, since the resolution of digital FISH images will only increase, and the algorithms used for detection of nuclei and signals will continually be refined, digital FISH analysis can only improve. As indicated, we feel that digital FISH analysis provides more efficient and accurate results and better patient care in comparison to traditional FISH methods. Efforts to convert other FFPE-based FISH assays to this digital platform are underway in our laboratory.
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